This manual is intended for those wanting to use Caltech-USGS Southern California Network data with access to the VAX/VMS system. It includes a detailed description of the usage of each program or procedure available, an example run of each program, and step-by-step instructions for specific tasks that are most often of interest to users. For those procedures that require a special CUSP directory structure, there is a short section on the error tracking system.
I. INTRODUCTION TO CUSP
CUSP stands for Caltech-USGS Seismic Processing system. CUSP comprises a group of programs written by Carl Johnson and modified by Bob Dollar, Peter Johnson, Kate Hutton, Doug Given, and Allan Walter. Many auxiliary programs to access and manipulate the processed data have also been written by various authors and are available to interested users. The CUSP system and auxiliary programs are located on the VAX4300 server at the Seismological Laboratory at Caltech.To set up an account on the VAX4300, talk to either Doug Given or Steve Bryant. CUSP programs require a specific directory structure and a group of system logicals to operate. The auxiliary programs do not require a specific directory structure and make up the bulk of programs included in this reference. The logicals and abbreviations needed for these programs have been defined in LEAP$DISK: [LEAP] LEAPJNI.COM on the VAX4300 and can be executed by typing LEAP.
Each earthquake that is processed is given what is called a CUSP ID number in the form of Xcuspid (5-7 digits, depending on which computer the data originated). There are three main types of data files used in most of the described programs which contain earthquake information: 1) catalog data 2) phase data 3) digital seismograms CATALOG DATA for each month is kept on-line in a file called a CAT.KIN. Since this file is readable only with CUSP programs in a special CUSP directory structure, for convenience a CAT.BIN (a binary file) and a CAT.LIS (an ASCII file) are made from the CAT.KIN. All of the catalog data (see below) are kept in the subdirectory CAT$ROOT:[CAT|. Each month's catalog is also kept in a subdirectory by month. After the month is finalized (all events have been located and processed), this file is found in the [MEMS] directory tree (either MEMl$:[yr/mth] or MEM2$:[yr/mth], depending on the date). While the month is still actively being processed, the data is found in CAT$DISK:[CITNET.yr.yr/mth]. The original catalog file in each directory is called CAT.KIN. It is a binary database structured file. The CAT.BIN, and CAT.LIS files are derived from the CAT.KIN; the CAT.BIN is an ordinary binary file, and the CAT.LIS is an ASCII version. A catalog of the entire collection of CAT.BIN's is kept current in CAT$ROOT:[CAT|. This directory contains .BIN files by year instead of by month. Non-finalized events may be included in this file. It is the source CATREAD uses when searching for events. It holds data for 1932-present PHASE DATA for each event is kept on-line in a non-ASCII database-structured file called Xcuspld.MEM. The .MEM files for each month's events are kept in the subdirectory for that month (same place as the CAT.KIN for that month). After all events for a month have been located and finalized (all the routine processing has been completed), the .MEM files are moved to another subdirectory under the [MEMS] directory tree (either MEMl$:[yr/mth] or MEM2$:[yr/mth], depending on the date) from which they can be copied for use. They are also backed up onto a magnetic tape called a FREEZE tape and can then be accessed by a procedure called RDFRZ or THAW. The .MEM file can be translated into an ASCII file with MEMDCK or MAKEPHAS. MEMDCK produces a file with a CUSP ID prefix and a .DCK suffix that contains information other than just phase data. MAKEPHAS produces a file with a .P suffix that contains only phase data, and an optional file with a .01 suffix that contains information about the digital record for each station. Also, for 1960 Also, for -1980 (before CUSP came into existence) ASCII data for each event is available from magnetic tape (CEDAR tapes). GETMEM can be used to obtain the .MEM files.
DIGITAL SEISMOGRAMS for each event are kept on-line for a few days in a binary file called Xcuspid.GRM. After each event is located, its .GRM file is copied to the Southern California Earthquake Center Data Center (SCECDC) mass storage system where it can be copied for use with GETSEIS. It is also put onto a magnetic tape called an ARCHIVE tape. (However, these tapes are labeled CUSP BACKUP tapes.) The data can then be accessed by a procedure called ARKREAD. The original .GRM file has a block size of 512. When it is put on the ARCHIVE tape it resides there with a block size of 7200. The seismograms can then be copied from the tape into a file with a CUSP ID prefix and a .GRM suffix with a block size of 512 again using ARKREAD. If you want to use the seismogram data outside of CUSP, you will also need a .01 file which contains the information about where each station record begins and ends in the sequential .02 or .GRM file. The .01 file is obtained from the .MEM file using MAKEPHAS. The U.S.G.S. Office at Menlo Park uses the shadowcard format rather than the .01 and .P formats. ARCHIVE tapes are available from April 1981 -present. For 1977 -1980 , the seismograms are stored in CEDAR format tapes see discussion under CDREV.
II. GETTING STARTED
To use the programs in this manual, login to your account on the VAX4300 server. Then type:
LEAP Typing LEAP will execute a command file called LEAPJNI.COM that sets up all the symbols and logicals needed to use any of the programs or procedures in this manual with the exception of QEO, MEMDCK, TIMIT, TO_SAC, TO_AH, TO_SEGY, and TO_XDR. If you need to use one of these six applications, you will need to consult with Doug Given or Steve Bryant in order to get a more specific CUSP directory structure.
Symbols are defined in LEAP$DISK:LEAP_INl.COM so that all programs and procedures can be run by typing in only the name of the procedure.
Reading catalogs: a) Use CATREAO and input spatial, time, and magnitude limits such that the output file will contain your event. Be sure to select Caltech format to get the CUSP id #'s in the listing. Then select your event in the output file (default is QUAKE.DCK).
III. SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES

Getting phase data for an event.
a) Get the CUSP id for the event (#1 above).
b) Use GETMEM to copy the .MEM file to your directory. When you run MAKEPHAS the default input source directory will be what is defined to be CUSP$IN, if it has been defined. If not, the default will be the current directory.
c) Use MAKEPHAS to create a .P file which contains phase data.
Making a seismicity map.
a) Use CATREAO and choose the appropriate spatial, time, and magnitude limits for the map of interest Choose the plotting format for the output file.
b) Use QPLOT to create the map with QUAKE.PLT as the input file of the earthquake locations. or a) Use SEISMIC.
Plotting records or record sections for an event.
a) Follow steps a-b for getting phase data for an event (2). b) Create the .01 file for your event. Use MAKEPHAS to create the .01 and .P files. Remember to create a DIR.DAT file with the CUSP id # of your event. If you want additional information about the event, run MEMDCK to create a .DCK file. c) Get the .GRM file for the event. Type "GETSEIS cuspid#" while you are logged into BIG ONE only, or obtain the appropriate ARCHIVE tape from the Seismo. Lab. Computer room. Hang the tape and use ARKREAD to obtain a .GRM file. d) Plot the records with any of the available plotting programs, or use GETCUSP to create an ASCII or binary file and write your own plotting program.
Plotting strong motion records only.
a) Follow steps a-c for plotting records or record sections (4). b) Use FBA to create a new .01-type file that "points" to only the FBA stations. c) Use any of the available plotting programs to plot the FBA stations such as RECSEL. or a) Use GETCUSP to create an ASCII or binary file and write your own plotting program.
Relocating an event.
a) Follow steps a-c for getting phase data (2). b) Use ABC to put stations in alphabetical order in the .P file and CLEANP to delete repetitive stations. c) Use HYPOINVERSE to locate the event from the .P file and create the other input files you need for FPFIT if a focal mechanism is desired.
Making a focal mechanism.
a) Follow steps a-c for getting phase data (2). b) (OPTIONAL) Use MAGADDC to add the magnitude to the .C file if you want the magnitude to appear on the plot c) Use FPFIT to determine the focal mechanism from first motions. d) Use FPPAGE or FPPLOT to plot the focal mechanisms. where 'yirnth' is the two-digit year and two-digit month of interest, and 'eventid' is the event filename. b) Run DECODE2 or DECODE4 depending on the station and the date of the event. All current data requires DECODE4, but older data may require DECODE2. (see Egill Hauksson or Lisa Wald for more information. 
VI. PROGRAMS & COMMAND PROCEDURES
program by Lucy Jones ABC Purpose:
Source Code:
Description:
Input Files:
Output Files:
Common Errors:
Example run:
To put the stations in the phase file (.P file) in alphabetical order.
LEAP$DISK:[LEAP.PHASE]ABC.COM
ABC is a command procedure that simply puts the stations in the phase tile in alphabetical order. CUSP data often includes multiple readings from the same station site. For instance, CUSP records a vertical and east-west short period and three Streckeisen components all from the PAS site. Using multiple readings in HYPOINVERSE overweights that station in the location procedures. After using ABC to put the stations in alphabetical order, the file can be manually edited to remove all but one P and one S reading for each station, or CLEAN P can be run to do the same. (Caltech 1977 (Caltech -1980 to be read by WAVE or other plotting routines. The CEDAR events were recorded in very large files (upto 25,000 blocks long) containing 10 to 15 earthquakes per file. This files are stored on "PEST" tapes that are kept in Room 055. To get a CEDAR event file:
1. Find the name of the file which has the earthquake. Look up the event in the log books kept in the timing room on the second floor of the South Mudd building. The earthquakes are in chronological order and are grouped by the name of the file in which they are recorded. These names will be of the form J-14, N-23, etc.
2. Find the tape with the event The back three rows of magnetic tapes in Room 055 hold CEDAR tapes by year (1977 ,1978 ,1979 , and Jan-May 1980 . Written by hand on the side of each tape are the names of the files recorded on that tape. There are 2 to 8 files per tape. Look at the labels on the tapes to find the file name that you found in the log book. This is not as tedious as it sounds since the files are in order on the tapes so usually only a few tapes bracketing the one you want need to be looked at to find it.
3. Read the file off the tape with TAPECOPY. Use a block size of 7174 bytes, with no stripping trailing zeroes and no translation. The file will be long (10,000-25,000 blocks) and will contain many earthquakes.
4. Run CDREV to extract from the large file, the one earthquake that you want. CDREV will read the date and time of each earthquake in the file and ask you if you want to save it. If you answer 'y*, it will create a new file containing only that earthquake. If you answer 'n', it will skip that earthquake and read the next one. If you answer 'q', it will quit reading the file and stop. To read the compressed binary SEED format of data files from the TERRAscope stations as obtained directly with KERMIT or as copied from the GOPHER or BADGER directories, and output an ASCII file readable by STRECK, STRECKWA, and STRECKPLOT.
LEAP$DISK:[LEAP.TERRA]DECODE2(4).COM DECODE2(4) takes the compressed binary SEED format data Hies either obtained directly from KERMIT or as copied from the GOPHER or BADGER directories and does two things. First it reformats the structure of the file for VMS,and then it reads the data file and writes out an ASCII file that can be used in STRECK, STRECKWA, STRECKPLOT, or any other program written to read the ASCII data format. 
DINST
Purpose:
To remove instrument response from CUSP seismograms.
Source Code: LEAP$DISK:[LEAP.SEIS]DINST.FOR
Description:
DINST reads seismograms using the .GRM and .01 files. Time series are filtered and the instrument response removed in the frequency domain with a subroutine which calculates the poles and zeroes for the various VCO's and discriminators used in the Southern California Network. The low-pass and and high-pass filters are set by the user. The filters can be either zero or non-zero phase. Zero phase filters insure no phase shift in the result, but tend to put non-causal precursors on the signals. 
FOCPLAY is an interactive graphics programs for plotting first motion data and fault plane solutions. It is derived from several programs by many people including Whitcomb, Garrimony, Pechmann, Hauksson, Kanamori and Heaton. This program will plot first motions for local recordings of earthquakes on a lower hemisphere stereo projection on the screen of an graphics terminal and allow the user to interactively pick nodal planes for a focal mechanism. The user can choose whether to plot station names, and whether to enter the focal mechanism with the strike of both planes, or with strike, dip and rake. The nodal planes are picked either with cursors or by entering numeric values. Any number of focal mechanisms from one or more files may be plotted in one run of this program a fresh sphere and first motions will be brought up for each mechanism. The input data file is a polarity file (.POL) from FPFIT.
The program begins with a series of set-up questions. After these questions, the first motions will be plotted and then the cursors will appear on the screen. At this point, the user inputs a test focal mechanism and the program will plot it on the focal sphere with the data. If you chose rake (0) in the setup, you enter strike, dip and rake of one plane and the program will solve for the orientation of the second plane. The strikes and dips of both planes and the rake will be plotted below the mechanism. The conventions are 0 = north, 270= west, etc.; the strike should be 90 degrees COUNTERCLOCKWISE from the dip direction. Thus for a plane striking east-west and dipping 70 degrees to the north enter 270 70. The convention for the rake is 0=left-lateral, 180=right-lateral, 90=thnist, 270=normal. If you chose 2 planes (1) in the setup, you enter the strike and dip of one plane and the strike of the second plane. The program will solve for the rake on the first plane and the dip on the second plane. The strikes and dips of both planes and the rake will be plotted below the mechanism. The conventions are as described above. There is an inherent 180 degree uncertainty in the rake since given only strike, dip and strike the program cannot discriminate right-lateral from left-lateral. If you get a message that the two planes are not perpendicular, enter a strike 180 degrees away -i.e., switch 60 to 240, 0 to 180, etc.
When the cursors appear, there are three ways of entering focal mechanisms. If you type: I you then type in numerical values. No prompt will appear so that the screen will not get cluttered. If you chose rake (0) above, enter the strike dip and rake of one plane. If you chose 2 planes (1), enter the strike and dip of one plane and the strike of the second plane. O will plot the old mechanism. This is a default value for the first time or the mechanism from the last plot for later plots.
Anything else
The angle defined by the location of the cursors with respect to the center of the focal sphere when you type any other key defines the strike of the first plane. You then type in the dip of that plane and it will be drawn. The cursors will then reappear to enter the strike of the second plane (if you chose 2 planes) or the rake (if you chose rake). The second plane is entered like the first. The cursors don't work really well with rake -but what you mark with the cursors is the position on the first plane where the two planes should intersect.
After the focal mechanism is plotted, you can choose to replot the earthquake, To determine focal mechanisms from the first motions at local stations.
LEAP$DISK:[LEAP.PHASE]FPFIT.FOR
FPFIT finds the double-couple fault-plane solution that best fits a given set of observed first motion polarities for an earthquake. The program uses a grid search to find the source model that minimizes the normalized, weighted sum of first-motion polarity discrepancies. The program also finds alternative solutions which have relatively small misfits. For each of these acceptable solutions, the uncertainty in the model parameters (strike, dip, and rake) is estimated, and this set is used in FPPLOT to display the range of P-and T-axis orientations consistent with the data. Note that non-double-couple solutions are not considered in the program. Also, data errors, unmodeled refractions, and oversimplified layer boundaries may result in incorrect solutions. GETRTP reads the binary files created by CUSP using data from the Southern California RTF (real-time processor i.e., automatic locations of recent earthquakes) and creates an ASCII file with that information. All earthquakes catalogued by the RTF (those that passed the criteria for being "real") in the last 15 days are included in the output file if you just type GETRTP. If you type GETRTP #, # being a number of days from the present, the output file will include all events in the last number of days that were specified. Example run:
To obtain a .GRM file from the mass storage system.
LEAP$DISK:[LEAP.MASS]GETSEIS.COM
GETSEIS is a command procedure that determines where the .GRM file of interest is on the mass storage system, copies the .GRM file to your directory, and them automatically does byte-swapping so that the bytes are in the correct order for the VAX/VMS system. One of the newest features of HYPOINVERSE includes multiple overlapping velocity models for different areas with smooth transitions, all defined by the user. Also, HYPOINVERSE now offers the option to read .MEM files directly or the shadowcard format currently used in Menlo Park.
The version of HYPOINVERSE on the VAX4300 in Pasadena is driven by user commands. The various commands define input and output files, set adjustable parameters, and locate a file of earthquake data using the parameters and files currently set. It is both interactive and "batch" in that commands can be entered from either the keyboard or a file.
All commands are 3 letters long and are usually followed by one or more parameters or file names. Character strings such as file names must be enclosed in apostrophes, and may be up to 40 characters long. HYPOINVERSE commands do not generate prompts and must be followed by the required parameters in the required order (see the USGS Open-file Report 85-51 for more information or use the sample commands in the HYPINST. file see below If a name for one of these files is not defined with the appropriate command either interactively or in HYPINST., that file will not be created. It is thus possible to run HYPOINVERSE and get no output at all. Any names can be used, but many find it convenient to have the same name with different endings for the input phase and all output files. To add the magnitude of an event to the summary line in the HYPOINVERSE output files (.HI, .C).
LEAP$DISK:[LEAP.PHASE]MAGADD(C).FOR
MAGADD is a program that copies the Caltech magnitude from the P tile of an event and puts the magnitude in the .HI Hie for that event. HYPOINVERSE locates events but cannot calculate Caltech magnitudes. Caltech magnitudes are local magnitudes for larger events or coda amplitude for smaller events. To have magnitude in the output files for plotting with QPLOT, magnitudes must be added. This procedure can be used if you want to make a seismicity plot (with QPLOT) and represent different size earthquakes with different size symbols. Normally the .HI Hie contains a "0" in the place of the magnitude. The magnitude appears in columns 69 & 70 of the summary line.
MAGADDC is a program that copies the magnitude from the .P file of an event and puts the magnitude in the .C file for that event. This procedure should be used if you want to use FPFIT and have the magnitude of the events appear on the focal mechanism plot As above, the magnitude columns of the .P header normally contain a "0". The output file will have a .CM suffix which should be changed to .C to use in FPFIT. To extract phase information from a .MEM file for relocating with HYPOINVERSE or using in other programs. Also, to obtain an ASCII""pointer file" in order to use one of the several plotting programs such as WAVE or RECSEL.
LEAP$DISK:[LEAP.GETJMAKEPHAS.FOR
MAKEPHAS pulls information from a .MEM file or a list of .MEM files and creates: a .P file, a phase file with the P picks for each station in HYPOINVERSE format a .01 file, a ""pointer file" needed for using plotting the seismograms, optional This program does not require any special CUSP structures or files other than the input files.
The CUSP id #'s for which the user wants a .P or .01 file are read from a file which can be created by:
DIRECTORY/SIZE X*.MEM /OUT=DIR.DAT
This will produce a file called DIR.DAT with a list of all the CUSP events for which you have .MEM files in your directory. DIR.DAT is the default in the program, although the file can be named anything. If you want only selected events, you can create a file with a list of the CUSP id #'s like this:
X643295 X643297
If you want .MEM files from a directory instead of your current working directory, for instance the directory for May 1988, you need to type the following in order to direct the input from a directory other than the current one:
The last question the program will ask determines the format of the summary lines in the phase file. If you answer" Y", the phase file will be in NEWHYP format. Makes an ASCII listing of .MEM file(s).
CUSP$COM
If only one .MEM file is to be listed, simply typing MEMDCK cuspid will work. If more than one events are to be listed, the processing is "state" driven with only those ids "posted" for state MEMDCK are processed (see POST command in CHELP). Job is submitted to batch queue BIGONESBATCH and the ASCII listing is output to file MEMDCK.LST. A log file called MEMDCK.LOG is also created. Up to 100 events can be included in one output file. This is a program which requires a CUSP environment. Type CHELP MEMDCK for more information.
The listing groups together all summary level tuple information for each pin. To make an ASCII listing of the .MEM file in tuple order use the TUPLE command (see CHELP). Input Files:
To time events, enter hand-picked data from paper records, and check location interactively.
DIR$CUSP:[MODULES.QED.QEDTIME]QEDTIME.FOR
QED is the quake editor. It is used to originally time and locate events recorded on the Southern California (and Central California) Network and to enter hand-picked data from paper records both interactively. You must use a Tektronics terminal or equivalent to see the seismograms and make phase picks from them. Any terminal can be used for editing. QED requires a special CUSP directory structure although in the future this will not be a requirement (at which time a new updated version of this manual will be printed). Documentation on QED is currently being written but is not yet completed. See Kate Hutton for more detailed information about using this program. To plot seismograms from .GRM files.
LEAP$DISK:[LEAP.SEIS]RECSELFOR
RECSEL is a plotting program specifically for CUSP seismogram data. It will plot records in computer channel # (pin #) order or in increasing epicentral distance.
It includes the following options:
high-pass filter low-pass filter decimation factor time scale amplitude scale plotting device
If the instrument response is to be removed (optional), GAIN.DAT must be changed for each event. This information can be obtained from the USGS network database. Each record will have the amplitude in microns (bias removed, labeled absamp), in digital counts (bias not removed, labeled amp), and bias (labeled bias). If digital count amplitude exceeds the limit (a glitch) or gain information is not available for a station, the absolute amplitude in microns will be shown as the same as amplitude in counts. The absolute amplitude is only a rough estimate and is not to be used for anything but getting a rough estimate. When plotting in order of increasing epicentral distance, if the station is not in PASALLSTA, the plot will not include that station. The list contains all stations that have been active at some time in the Southern California Seismic Network.
A little explanation is needed concerning the choices of normalization (see the example run below). S will take each individual record and make the largest amplitude one unit and scale all the other points in that record by that unit. RG will scale every record with the one single scale, using 2048, the largest amplitude count that can be recorded on the digitizer, as one unit. The scaling for the plots is done before the gain information is removed from the records. R is the same as RG except that the scaling for the plots is done after the gain information has been removed from the records. Common Errors:
Example run:
To select catalog data and make maps and plots of the seismic data. STRECKPLOT creates a plot of the seismograms from the output files of STRECKWA, STRECK, DECODE2, or DECODE4. There is an option to smooth the records and to rotate the records to the radial and tangential components. The amplitude scale and time scale are set interactively. The record will be 8 inches long, and the time scale can be set accordingly. The largest amplitude of each record and the length of the records are displayed in order to correctly set the scales. TO_SAC -To convert event data firom the CUSP format to the SAC format TO_SEGY -To convert event data from the CUSP format into the SEGY format as defined in USGS publication OFR 90-99. Disk file is readable only on VAXes.
TOJCDR -Converts event data firom the CUSP format to the XDR AH format as defined by Lament Doherty Lab. The resulting file is readable on SUN-type workstations and can be transferred as a binary file using the network utility FTP.
CUSP$COM
These are programs that require a CUSP directory structure. The jobs are "state" driven, processing only those CUSP event ids posted for the state "AH" (or "SAC" or "SEGY" or "XDR") in the scheduling file (CUSP.KIN) of the default directory (see POST command). The jobs run in batch mode and are submitted to a queue with the logical name BIGONE$BATCH; a job log is written to the file TO_XDR.LOG in the default working directory. If an event is processed without an error, its state entry in the CUSP.KIN file is assigned a status value of 1 (see STATUS command), otherwise it is assigned the negation of the error number encountered in the program.
The CUSP command SEGYJJST will dump a SEGY disk file's header data to an ASCII listing.
The AH file can be transferred from the VAX to a SUN as a binary file using the network utility FTP.
If you wish the "standard" AH format, use instead the TO_AH command. 
Available command options are:
allst -plot all stations, 6 per page in pin # order selst -select one station at a time to look at ordst -plot all stations, 6 per page in order of increasing epicentral distance.
(To use this, there must be a .P file with a location line at the end of the file. It will not work on teleseisms.
sortst -plot picked records in order of increasing arrival time, 6 per page. Only stations with a P-arrival time in the .P file will be plotted. All commands must be given in lower case letters (except station names.)
Once one of the first five plotting options is chosen, seismograms will begin to appear, and the only way to communicate with the program is to enter one character when the cursors appear. When a page of 6 records is displayed (using allst, ordst, or sortst), one or more records can be chosen for full page display and/or arrival time picking. To do so, place the cross-hair on a trace; the vertical cross-hair selects the beginning of the window to be ""blown up". Then type Y. None or all traces can be selected in any order. Then type 'q' to see each one individually.
When a single seismogram is displayed (with vselst', or with an V as described above, arrival times can be picked interactively and stored in a HYPOINVERSE .P file. Picks from an existing .P file will be plotted. If a .C file from HYPOINVERSE is in the directory, residuals from the .c file can also be plotted.
To move onward from the traces you have, type:
q to get the next seismograms (either a single seismogram picked with V or if none of those, the next page of 6) $ to get back to command mode ! to quietly depart the program through the back door.
Once you have a single seismogram on the page (either chosen with V from a page of 6 or with v selst'), you can change the plotting parameters, replot the trace, pick arrival times, durations, or go on to the next trace.
VII. ERROR TRACKING SYSTEM
When a problem is encountered during a CUSP procedure (this applies to those procedures which require a special CUSP directory structure), you will see errors such as the examples below either in the screen or in a .LOG file associated with the procedure. This tells you, first of all, that there is a problem, but it also tells you the location of the problem. There is a subroutine called FATAL which every well-written CUSP program and subroutine calls under conditions which could be interpreted as an error. Its purpose is to print error lines into SYS$OUTPUT and return a parameter IRES which indicates where in the program the error occurred. If you look at the code for FORGET.FOR, for example, you will find subroutine calls accompanied by other statements like:
CALL GET(KLONE, 0, IRES) DER=140 IF(IRES.LT.l) GOTO 910 GET, which is another CUSP subroutine, does whatever it does (in this case look for a tuple in the KLONE.KIN that matches the partially completed one in the array KIN(80)) and returns a value of IRES depending on its success. A positive IRES generally means success, zero means mere was no such tuple, and a negative value means an error condition. The IER = 140 marks the location in the program (or subroutine). If IRES is less than one, ie. GET had less than complete success, we go to statement 910, which passed the message that an error occurred up to the next level of subroutine.
C++ WOODSHED 910 CALL FATALCFORGET, IER) IRES = -IER RETURN
Each level of subroutine has its own "WOODSHED", so that in many cases the error can be traced downward to its source through a string of FATAL messages like the first example above. If you are running a batch job, the messages will appear in your .LOG file. If you are running in interactive mode, they will appear on the screen. They can be very helpful in debugging a program or troubleshooting a situation.
In addition to writing the messages to SYS$OUTPUT, FATAL also sets a symbol called EXSTAT (exit status) equal to IRES. So the DCL has an equivalent system of keeping track of where errors occurred. BASE = 1000 RUN CLONErFORGET SHOSYM EXSTAT RES = BASE -"EXSTAT1 IF EXSTAT .NE. 1 THEN GOTO RESULT Here if the FORGET fortran code returns a negative EXSTAT (or IRES) that fact (and value) is recorded in RES, as well as the location within the .BAT file (BASE). A well-written .BAT file will have sections, each with a different BASE, just as a well-written CUSP fortran routine will use IER in any place that a failure is possible.
Later in the .BAT file ("RESULT:"), we have CALL MEMRES SEC.MEM LOCAL "RES' which sets the event being processed with a nonzero result. The events that experienced failures in FORGET will then be posted FORGET.2140 (instead of FORGET.O before FORGET was run -the 0 is silent). The 1 indicates 1000, the location in the .BAT file, and the 140 indicates the IRES from the CUSP program called there. The .LOG file will contain the rest of the comments from FATAL.
